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PRACTICAL APPLICATIO N O F IN VEN TO RY
CO NTRO L M ETHO DS
By N. M. Cartmell, McKinsey, Wellington and Co.,
New York, N. Y.
policy, financial and procedure aspects of inventory con T THE
trol will be emphasized in this discussion rather than physical

will

storage. The terms "inventories" and "materials" are used as including all classes of materials from raw materials to finished
products. The suggestions of methods and procedures
be
specific in order that you may be presented with my ideas of a
complete and orderly method of executing practical inventory
control.
Seriousness of the Need for Inventory Control
I shall discuss first the seriousness of the need for sound control, and the difficulties to be surmounted in its maintenance.
Effective control of inventories is so important and so difficult
that it is a challenge to our soundest thinking, particularly in view
of the business outlook. It is interwoven with almost all problems
confronting business management, and must be considered in the
light of present conditions, the increased competition from big and
small business, and the severity of social and regulatory burdens
imposed by government. However, I am convinced that present day difficulties and others which are not suspected now, will be
surmounted in the future just as successfully as those which have
arisen throughout history. We can expect a change only in the
pace and in the kind of difficulty, and we must make certain that
our emotions do not interfere with the logical development of our
business policies. I am reminded of the near panic of the youthful head of one corporation during the 1933 bank holiday, and of
his father's calm reply — "Son, it's too bad that you could not have
seen what happened in 1893."
Relation of Inventories and Business Cycle
We are in the midst of a period of business and economic conditions which very charitably is called a "recession." The condi ti ons of today represen t a ra pid an d marked ch ange from
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those of a few months ago. Two causes of our present troubles
were the unsound inventory policies and the inadequate inventory control of m ost cor por at ion s whi ch resulted in th e a ccumulation of materials in excess of demand. The inventories
of many businesses still remain excessive, some being equal to
a year's sales. Hence, buying is reduced and recovery is delayed. It is not my purpose to trace the causes of this marked
cha nge in busin ess, but I do sta te my convi cti on tha t i nventory control continues to be inadequate, that excessive inventories (frequently the result of speculative buying policies)
are a cause rather than an effect of depression, and that the degree t o which i nventories get out of cont rol an d fail to keep
pace with demands, is and will continue to be reflected in the
rapidity and severity of the fluctuations in the business cycle.
In planning our controls, we must recognize two bases, .quantitative and financial. My approach to establishing control will emphasize inventory quantities rather than values, because dollars
and cents are merely financial expressions for quantities.
The Three Elements of Production
We recognize three factors in production: machines, men and
materials. Machines are the easiest to control quantitatively, and
materials are by far the most troublesome.
When you left your offices and plants this evening, your machines and other fixed assets were in place, and unless there is a
fire or some other catastrophe, the same machines will be in place
tomorrow morning upon your return. Similarly, they will be in
place a month or a year hence, and ready to work, subject to wear
and tear. Furthermore, most of your machines are flexible in
usage, at least to some extent, in that more than one operation may
be performed and more than one kind of material may be
processed on them.
You saw your working force leaving the plant, and you expect
the same men to be on the job tomorrow morning and each morning thereafter. However, if you h ad t oo m any wor kers today,
some were told not to report tomorrow, or to report for a fewer
number of hours. If you did not have sufficient workers today,
you probably found sufficient recruits so that your operations may
be continued effectively tomorrow. Furthermore, most workers
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are flexible in their abilities. A man can be transferred from one
machine to another, and he will work on different materials and
products from day to day.
The ease in the quantitative control and the flexibility of machines and men is in great contrast to that for materials. For example, your labor force may turn over twice during a year but
every class of materials may turn over five, ten, or even more
times per year. Moreover, the materials exist for the sole purpose of being consumed as quickly as possible. The quantities on
hand and available change every day. Replacements are secured
only by definite action, and every phase of determining what to
order and how much is difficult. Mistakes are costly. Materials
are not very flexible in usage and surplus materials cannot be discharged like surplus labor. Most of your purchases of certain
sizes, shapes and qualities of raw materials can be used only for
processing specific parts and products. Furthermore, as soon as
the first operation has been performed upon a raw material, its
utilization for other purposes is restricted and, as the processing
continues, the less flexible the raw material becomes. Nevertheless, the investment is increasing progressively because of expenditures for labor and burden. All of you have seen examples of
severe losses taken in the liquidation of excessive parts and finished product stocks, and of excessive inventories directly causing
bankruptcy. If the inventories of finished products and the production program are co- ordinated with forecasts of sales, and the
quantities of work -in- process and of raw materials are co -ordinated with the production program, inventories cannot become
excessive and freeze working capital into the equivalent of fixed
capital.

Reduction of Production Costs
The time has arrived when the managements of some corporations must be satisfied with reducing production costs by i or z
per cent or even less per year, although most corporations can still
find reductions of 5, 10 or more per cent per year if they undertake a serious investigation of their operations. But regardless of
the extent to which other reductions can be made, considerable
savings will be secured through the establishment of adequate control of materials. I do not know why this phase of managerial
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control has been slighted, but it may be because we are mentally
lazy and do not like to work hard enough to solve this problem in
our respective businesses. On the other hand, it may be because
some inspiration is lacking in that it is more difficult to prove
statistically in advance that there will be savings or other advantages. Moreover, the consummation of these advantages is very
dependent upon adequate procedures, and procedures are so dependent upon personal likes, dislikes and opinion as to appear at
times to be almost unsubstantial.
The following findings of the United States Department of
Commerce will be of interest in indicating how undesirable it is
to have any inventories:
The average cost of carrying supply stocks is 25 per cent of their
value, divided as follows: Storage facilities, % of 1 per cent; insurance, % of 1 per cent; taxes, % of 1 per cent; transportation, / of 1
per cent; handling and distribution, 2% per cent; depreciation, 5 per
cent; interest, 6 per cent; and obsolescence, 10 per cent. These figures
represent average warehouse stocks and include the desirable active
items.

I hope that I have given sufficient reasons for establishing an
adequate control of inventories. If so, and if I have stimulated
your thinking on this problem, I shall regard my efforts as having been well spent even without contributing one new thought
in the rest of this article.

Three Vital Controls
Inventory control cannot be established as an isolated function.
It is an element of and it must be co- ordinated with both budgetary control and production control. The position of inventory
control will be clarified if we define these related functions:
i. The primary purpose of budgetary control is to plan operations so as to secure the maximum profit from the minimum expenditure for and investment in working and fixed capital.
2. The primary purpose of production control is to secure the
maximum production of products, of the standard quality, at the
lowest cost and at the right time.
3. The primary purpose of inventory control is to maintain
minimum inventories consistent with sales requirements, manufacturing policies, and other policies of the company, to assure a
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proper balance of parts and raw material inventories with respect
to assembly and parts manufacturing requirements, and to serve
as the bases for sound purchasing.
When these three controls are adequate, the inventories will
conform with the general policies of the company, and will make
possible prompt service to customers, orderly production at a
reasonable cost, and the lowest possible losses f rom material and
labor variances and from obsolescence.

Initial Steps to Establishing Inventory Control
In establishing adequate control, we must study our organization, personnel, policies and procedures, all of which are involved
in this problem. Without attempting to define the problem in terms
of only one of these considerations, and basing our discussion upon an established manufacturing enterprise, I suggest the following initial steps as essential in establishing adequate control:
i. The standardization of finished products.
2. The establishment of records which list the raw materials,
component parts and sub - assembly requirements, as well as
labor and equipment requirements, for manufacturing each
finished product.
3. The establishment of adequate physical handling and storage facilities.
There are no by- passes to these steps, although some methods are
much simpler than others.

Standardization
Standardization deserves an early place in our considerations
because frequently it is the key to successful control. While standardization begins with and is based upon the finished products, it
cannot be divorced from considerations of raw materials and component parts, and manufacturing operations and processes. The
aim is to secure the greatest flexibility possible in the inventories
and the optimum approach to mass production of all parts and to
mass sale of all products. The steps involved in standardization
will be indicated by mentioning some of its accomplishments:
1. There will be the minimum number of kinds of finished products that
will satisfy sales demand. Most unprofitable and low - volume styles will
be eliminated.
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2. The qualities of each finished product will be established definitely and
will be the best that can be supplied at the competitive selling prices.
3. The design of the products will be such that:
(a) The number of different kinds of component parts and raw materials
which need to be manufactured or purchased will have been reduced
to a minimum. Hence, the quantities of each item to be processed
or purchased will be increased to the optimum.
(b) The manufacturing operations and processes will be as similar as
possible for each type of part and product.

Selling the Sales Department on Standardization
Inasmuch as finished products are so vitally affected by this
step, the sales department necessarily plays an important part,
although frequently it is hard to convince that department that decreasing the number of finished products will result in bettering
the position of the company.
The most complete standardization program in which I have
participated, was also the most difficult to sell. The sales department of a building equipment concern refused to consider a change
of policy from selling tailor -made products to selling standardized
products. The president finally decided arbitrarily that standardization should be effected and that the sales department would
"have to like it." Within a few months, the program had been
completed, resulting in tripling the output of the factory which
permitted a marked reduction in sales prices, and the sales department found to its surprise that customers really preferred standardized products because the units purchased could be used and reused as needs changed.
A report that one of the most important producers of automobile tires has carried standardization to the extent where the first
and second line tires are exactly the same except for the brands, is,
if true, a very interesting example of standardization.
Although we have heard and read about standardization since
the World War, much remains to be done, particularly in certain
industries. I hazard a guess that at least one -half of our business
enterprises can achieve marked savings in the standardization of
their products even though most of them may think that they have
nothing to learn because they did the job a year or five years ago.
A cursory review frequently will show that sales have almost disappeared on certain items, and that new products of limited sale
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have been added to the standard line upon certain customers' insistence. Most of these items can be eliminated. Every corporation's policy should be to review each year its finished product line
with the view to manufacturing economies and better service to
customers.
Bills of Materials
When standardization has been completed, records should be
established, listing the quantities and kinds of raw materials, component parts and sub - assemblies required to manufacture each
finished product. Of course, other usage of each component will
be cross - indexed. These records and those listing the labor and
equipment requirements, will prove to be of vital assistance to the
production control activities and in co- ordinating procurement
orders and inventories with demands for finished products.
Standard allowances for scrap or other wastage, and other factors
such as standard manufacturing lot sizes and the minimum economic ordering quantities should be established and recorded.
Needless to say, these records should be corrected as soon as any
change is authorized in the design of a product or in the method of
manufacture.
While most firms now have such records, particularly those
using a standard cost system, others do not because the managements claim that the records are just a waste of time; that every
one in the organization knows what materials and parts are used
in each product; that such records might fall into the hands of
competitors; and sundry other excuses. Every one of these can be
proven illogical.
Physical Handling and Storage
Of all the essential steps in establishing adequate control of inventories, perhaps the one which is recognized most universally,
is that of providing adequate handling and storage facilities. Most
of you probably take this step for granted and think it is practiced throughout industry. It may surprise you to know that we
visit plants from time to time where handling and storage facilities
are very inadequate, resulting in excess trucking and other costs
and in large losses through damage to materials in storage. For
example, one large publishing plant which considers a 2 per cent
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allowance as adequate for one type of paper waste, has actual
waste of around 5 per cent largely because the faulty methods of
handling result in cracked and split edges in the paper rolls.
All raw materials and component parts should be stored as near
as possible to the spaces in which they will be used. Finished products will be stored convenient to the shipping room. We do not
necessarily need to keep materials under lock and key and in a centralized storeroom, as was once considered essential. Instead they
may be located where almost anyone may have easy access to them,
so long as they are not likely to be stolen, and the usage is not
likely to be wasteful. The kind of protection from such losses will
depend primarily upon their value and upon their usefulness to
anyone who might appropriate them. Of course, the accounting
procedure must be such as to give a warning whenever consumption (including waste and theft) exceeds the standard quantity.
Essential Control Procedures
Having outlined the initial steps to establishing our control of
inventories, we now consider the steps essential in maintaining the
day -to -day controls. I will discuss these steps in terms of procedures, but with references to the appropriate organization, personnel and policies. Of course, adequate procedures must be established for continuing the basic initial steps previously discussed.
In addition the following procedures must be established:
i. For forecasting the long -term sales demand for finished
products.
z. For planning the long -term production program based upon
the long -term sales forecast.
3. For forecasting the short -term demand for specific products.
4. For originating and schedul ing procurement orders for
finished products and the related parts and raw materials.
5. For recording quantitatively and financially all transactions affecting materials so as to determine:
(a) The value of inventories for balance sheets
(b) The cost of sales and other expenses for profit and
loss statements, and
(c) Th e variances between cost standards and actual
costs of materials.
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Most of these procedures for inventory control could be included in a discussion of budgetary control or production control because of their close relationship, and because each control
will reflect the financial, sales, engineering, purchasing, personnel, and manufacturing policies.
Forecasts are Basic Needs
I have recommended both long -term and short -term forecasts. Every business does some forecasting of both types but
usually it is neither orderly nor sufficiently comprehensive to
effect satisfactory results. Furthermore, the forecasters usually fail to record their data in writing. Some heads of businesses say that their futures cannot be planned, for instance,
because their m anufacture is entirely to order and th ey have
no advance information regarding their customers' needs.
They express envy of the manufacturer of standardized product s wh i ch can be ma de for stock i n adva nce of customers'
orders. Nevertheless, the manufacture of special or style products can be planned, even for the long -term, much more than
is generally recognized.
Many manufacturers of standard products also question the
advisability of careful quantitative forecasting and planning.
In a n swer t o t h e doubt er s, m a y I st a t e t h a t t h ese a r e com paratively new developments in managerial technique which,
like al l new developments of major impor tance, will r equire
time to gain general acceptance.
To demonstrate this point we need only note that a factory cannot even be financed, built, or equipped without such
a forecast, and that the manufa cturer of special pr oducts actually recognizes the principle when he continues in business
upon the forecast that there will be sufficient business to justify
his continued existence.
For simplicity, I am illustrating both long -term and short term planning in terms of the manufacture of standard products to be produced in advance of customers' orders, but some
references will be made to special m anufactures. This illustration ma y seem compl icat ed an d detailed, but ma ny short
cuts in each step can be found for the individual business. I
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use a detailed illustration because inclusion of short cuts might
ca use som e of you to th i nk t ha t t h e r ecomm enda ti on woul d
not work in your particular business. I prefer that you regard
this program as workable but too detailed, and then have you
fit it to your n eeds. Good cost accountan ts will fin d sound
short cuts, but will avoid such drastic cuts that might cause so
serious a failure in the procedure as to discredit the procedure
permanently before its value can be demonstrated.
The long -term sales and production forecasts are the first
element of day -to -day inventory control. Upon t hem wi ll be
based many of our manufacturing, sales and financial policies,
and th e a nswer s t o such i mporta nt quest ion s a s: Should the
plant be enlarged? To what extent should and can production
be leveled? What are allowable operating expenses? Will our
finances permit an increase in sales? Furthermore, success in
earning profits is very dependent upon long -term planning because th e m ost sat isfa ctory earn ings usuall y a re obta ined by
operating as consistently as practicable over a long period.
Long -term Sales Forecast
A long -term sales forecast will be expressed in terms of the
quantities of products which are expected to be sold over a considerable period in the future. Quantities would be expressed in
terms of a denominator common to all products, such as dozens,
pounds or man hours. The use of dollars as a denominator is to
be avoided.
The period to be covered will vary according to the business and
the industry, but it should be not less than six months. It should
extend over the next peak season and at times may cover as much
as fif teen or eighteen months. Perhaps a year in advance is the
average worth-while period. The forecast should be revised at
least quarterly when an additional quarter would be included if
each forecast is to cover the same number of months. The revision
should take cognizance of happenings since the last revision, as
well as current prospects for the coming period.
The forecast would be compiled in terms of all statistical bases
that will facilitate accuracy and will aid in attaining the desired
result. Such bases are:
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• i.

Classes of customers.
Geographical areas which might be individual states, parts
of a state, or groups of states.
3. Classes of products.
4. Months in which shipments are likely to occur.

2.

The total quantity for each base will be equal, and will be the
forecast for the business as a whole. For example, a haberdashery manufacturer would forecast on the basis of month of delivery for each product class— shirts, collars, neckties, pajamas, etc.
Each class might be broken down further, for example, shirts into
dress shirts, white shirts, etc., or on the basis of price groups, such
as shirts to retail at two dollars, three dollars, and so on. The
compilation might also forecast sales to department stores, chain
stores and retailers in each state. The quantities would be expressed in terms of dozens.
The data used in compiling the forecast would include records
of past sales in the various territories, past shipments by months,
factory capacity for the various classes of goods, trends for demand based upon style as well as economic conditions, and other
similar information. In addition, detailed data such as the records
of sales promotional efforts upon the important prospective customers will be found useful.
Sales Manager Responsible for Long -term Sales Forecast
Such a forecast should be made up by the sales manager personally, but the production control manager and the controller
should co- operate with him in order that the forecast may be practical from the manufacturing standpoint, and that the production
and sales requirements will produce the profits without straining
the financial resources. Furthermore, the controller is perhaps the
best economist in the organization, and being accustomed to analysis work, he should check the soundness of the forecast. Of
course, the president and the general manager will be very much
interested in the forecast and final approval will require their
sanction.
The sales manager should have the primary responsibility for
the long -term sales forecast for various reasons:
i. He will have difficulty in explaining any failure to meet the
forecast.
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s.

Because he must analyze the sales possibilities for each classof product in each sales territory, he will obtain personal
knowledge of such possibilities. Thus he can plan the sales
activity during the coming period in definite terms of individual cities, prospective customers, and so on.
3. He will learn and appreciate the effect upon the business of
the relative profitableness of the various classes of products
in time to stress or put pressure behind the sale of the
profitable products.

These forecasts will become increasingly accurate with experience, and as the forecaster learns to forecast consumer demand.
For instance, the haberdashery manufacturer must consider the
status of stocks on the retailers' shelves and in the consumers'
hands as well as the records of recent shipments to retailers and
prospects for general business. The gray goods and piece goods
mill must consider those same retailer and consumer stocks as well
as the haberdashery manufacturer's inventories.
This forecast has been compiled in terms of quantities. These
quantities then are translated into dollars to obtain the financial
data used for many purposes such as the sales and cost of sales
figures for the profit and loss budget. This method of establishing
the basic profit and loss budget prevents the confusion of forecasting or budgeting in terms of dollars which must be a composite of
quantities and price changes.
This method should be used for establishing salesmen's quotas.
It is the most accurate and satisfactory method I know for setting
quotas which too often are based upon unadulterated guesses or
impressions as to what a territory is worth. Its usefulness for this
purpose is illustrated in the following example:
A shoe salesman covering five states had sales in one year of
$i io,000 as compared with his quota of $ioo,000. He had been
assigned a quota of $115,000 for the next year but was violently
protesting the increase, saying that he had had all the breaks in
bettering the previous year's quota. A consultant asked the sales
manager two questions: "Didn't you formerly cover that territory? What is the territory really worth ?" The answers were
"yes" and "I don't know." So an atlas was procured and each
community listed and its potentials evaluated. During this process
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the fire and animosity quickly disappeared as the sales manager
and salesman discussed the action necessary to obtain the desired
potential in each community; for instance, the replacement of
Dealer A with Dealer B, and the home office co- operation with
the salesman and dealers. When all communities had been reviewed, the amounts were added and the surprising total of $550, 0 0 0 was found. Both the salesman and the sales manager felt
foolish, and the suggested quota of $17 5,0 00 was quickly accepted
by both parties. The salesman felt that he had received a break,
and was enthusiastic. The sales manager made certain that the
home office came through with its co- operation, and as a result
sales in the territory exceeded the revised quota and were more
than double those of the previous year.
Long -term Production Forecast
When the long -term sales forecast has been completed and has
been approved by the management, it will form the basis for the
long -term production forecast on which the important inventory
and production policies will be based. This forecast will be developed by the production manager and there will be several stages
in its development:
i. The sales forecast of shipments in each month will be interpreted in terms of the months in which the products must be
manufactured in order to meet shipping requirements. This may
be quite simple. For example, if it requires one month to produce
the products without consideration of the time for obtaining raw
materials and completing clerical work, the long -term production
forecast of work to be started during April will be the same
as the long -term sales forecast for the next month, May. On the
other hand, if the production period varies considerably for the
various classes of products, the production time for each class
must be translated individually. For example, in order to ship
in May, the manufacture of Class A products must be started during April; Class B products must be started in March, and so on.
Conversely, the forecast of production to be started in April will
be a composite of the total of Class A shipments for May, Class
B for June, Class C for July, and so on.
s. Production exactly in accordance with the shipping requirements will reflect all peaks and valleys of the sales curve.
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Hence, a very import ant secondary purpose of the forecast is
defini tel y i ndi ca ted as being t o plan th e l eveli ng of the ra te
of production. While in some businesses production may be
leveled arbitrarily almost to a straight line, it is neither desirable nor possible in most businesses. However, it can be
leveled moderately and on a very desirable basis by concentrating
factory vacations within the dull season; by working the minimum
number of hours during the dull season and the maximum number
that will satisfy workers during the busy season; and by not replacing members of the working force who resign until such
time as inventory should be increased in preparation for peak
shipments.
3. The modified production program based upon these variations is then carefully studied together with the existing inventory,
to determine whether further leveling of the rate of production is
desirable, if, for example, based on the second stage, shipping
needs in some months exceed productive capacity. Probably
further modification will be necessary, and it is made in accordance with the controlling circumstances.
When this final adjustment has been completed and approved,
the use thereof in production control and inventory control will
begin. For instance, any additional equipment required will be
ordered, and the quantities of products to be manufactured in each
month will be translated through formulae into quantities of important raw materials, and appropriate purchase contracts will be
placed for future delivery.
Additional accurate budget figures are now available by translating the quantities to be produced and the resulting inventory
balances into dollars.
Short -term Sales Forecast
The short -term sales forecast of the demand for products is similar to the long -term sales forecast in some respects but quite different in other respects. Its primary purpose is the initiation of
production orders for manufacturing specific products.
The production control manager should have the primary responsibility but he should be assisted by the sales manager and
controller. The sales manager must advise on sales trends for in1060
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dividual products, and on the department's plans to discontinue
certain styles or numbers and to create new styles and numbers.
The controller's function is to check the effects upon the financial program.
The period covered by a short -term forecast will vary according
to the individual business and industry, but we may say that it
usually should cover the producing time for each product (with a
minimum of one month) plus one month to allow time for clerical
work, the securing of material, etc. Thus, the period would be
two months for products requiring a month or less to manufacture,
and four months for products requiring three months to make.
Usually these forecasts would be made at the beginning of each
month, but in some cases more frequently, especially during peak
seasons.
The procedure for forecasting is comparatively simple. You
will recall that the long -term production forecast was compiled
by classes of product and by months for starting production. One
of those classes is chosen and the procedure is carried on in terms
of each individual product in that class. The appropriate details of the forecasts should be recorded in a column, or group
of columns, of the stock records for the products under the heading of "short -term forecast," "shipping order requirements," or
any similar term. Of course, the customers' orders which have
been shipped or which are for future shipment, should be found
in parallel columns and reviewed as an aid in forecasting. We will
assume that the review date is as of the first of the month and
that the period to be forecast is two months. First the previous
forecast is adjusted to equal actual shipments during the preceding month. Then the forecast for the current month is corrected
to conform with the current outlook, and a new forecast is made
for the next month.
Originating Procurement Orders
When the short -term forecasts have been completed for each
product in that class, the forecast quantity will be compared with
the available quantity in inventory and on order. If the quantity
required is greater than that available, a production order is written to cover the deficiency, but not for less than the quantity which
has been established as the "minimum economic ordering quan1061
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tity." This term is defined as the smallest quantity which can be
manufactured (or purchased) without an important sacrifice in
cost or price. It corresponds roughly with the old term "maximum," but it is worded to imply that any larger amount may be
ordered that is not excessive under the conditions. It is subject
to revision at any time with changes in conditions, such as a decrease in demand which would result in an excessive inventory.
The heading of each stock record should record the number of
common denominator units applying to that product item,
whether the denominator is pounds, man hours or something else,
and that number of units is entered upon the production order.
Next, the orders for that class of products are extended individually to determine the units on each order, and then a total
is taken to determine the total common denominator units for
comparison with the quantity which should be started in production. This step is very important. The total quantity on the
orders will always be more or less than the long -term forecast.
The difference represents the amount by which the orders must
be decreased or increased in order that the quantity ordered into
production will equal the quantity which should be started. Individual production orders are decreased or increased depending
upon which products should be or can be made safely in quantities larger or smaller than that indicated by the short -term forecast.
Notice that the order total is adjusted to the long -term forecast, because the latter governs the amount to be produced. Furthermore, it is usually the more accurate, although occasionally
during the intervals between revision, a change in trend will be
shown by the short -term forecast. Of course, if there is any
doubt about the accuracy of either forecast, it can be checked
very quickly.
The organization which manufactures special products as well
as standard products, provides for those specials by writing one
blanket order for them and then including it in the previously
mentioned total. Customers' orders for the specials are applied
to the quantity on that blanket order.
When this work is completed for the first class of products, the
procedure is repeated for the other classes of products.
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I know of no better method of insuring that the quantities produced will be adequate to meet shipping requirements without
being excessive. In fact, if we could forecast with mathematical
accuracy, finished product inventories at the end of each month
would be exactly equal to the production authorized in execss of
the short -term forecasts. Of course such accuracy is impossible,
and frequently a reserve for each or for certain individual products will be deliberately provided as protection against unexpected
sales. These reserve quantities would be entered on our records
with the short -term forecasts, and included in fixing the quantities to be manufactured. Thus the maximum month-end inventory should be not more than the quantity resulting from providing a reserve stock, leveling production, or using the minimum
economic ordering quantities, all of which will have resulted
from deliberate judgment.

Scheduling Procurement Orders
Some of the products ordered will be needed in the beginning
or in the middle of the period while others will not be needed
until the end. Hence, when writing each production order, we
establish the sequence in which production should occur by scheduling it as closely as possible as to the day on which production
should be completed and ready for shipments.
Our next step is to co- ordinate the inventories and production
of products with the component parts and raw materials. We
now make use of the previously described bills of material or
records listing the component parts and materials required for
each product. Each production order for a product is matched
with the bill of material for that product, and the required quantities of parts, including standard allowances for waste, are computed and recorded upon the stock records for those parts under
the caption of "required for production orders."
When this step has been completed for all orders for finished
products, we have determined our needs for parts. You will
recall that through the standardization program, we have increased to the optimum the application of each part to a number
of products, and now we have assembled the total needs of those
parts for all purposes.
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We next compare the parts requirements with the available
quantities on hand or on order, to determine the deficiencies. Appropriate production orders or purchase requisitions are written
for the deficiencies, but not for less than the minimum economic
ordering quantities for those parts. Each of these orders is
planned to meet the schedules for the finished product orders.
Exactly the same kind of a procedure is now followed with the
production orders for parts in order to determine the raw material requirements to be purchased and to be scheduled in accordance with production needs.
By this complete procedure, we have assembled all of our requirements for parts and materials in order that we may handle
the minimum number of procurement orders, that we may purchase or manufacture in the largest practical quantities, and that
production may proceed in the most orderly manner possible.
Moreover, this control will discourage speculative buying that is
not directly co- ordinated with the sales requirements, and will
prevent the burdensome costs of carrying inventories in excess of
those built up as a result of deliberation and judgment.
Quantitative and Financial Recording of Transactions
You are familiar with the accepted practices for recording
both the quantities and financial values of your transactions for
materials. You know how to maintain stock records and to compile your inventory values, cost of sales amounts, etc. Therefore,
I will comment upon only two phases of accounting for materials:
i . The use of control accounts for recording the values of
inventories by classes.
2. The accounting for variances between standard and actual
prices of materials purchased, and between standard and actual
quantities of materials consumed. Both of these are integral
practices of a standard cost accounting plan.
Most balance sheets, at least those for the end of the fiscal
year, separate the inventory values between finished products,
work -in- process, and raw materials and supplies. It is frequently
desirable for control purposes to further divide the inventory accounts. For instance, the haberdashery manufacturer might di1064
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vide his finished product inventories into shirts, collars, pajamas,
neckties, and so on. Work -in- process might be divided similarly,
as well as raw materials. At times, it is desirable to segregate
these values by labor, burden and materials as well.
I urge you, however, not to depend entirely upon your financial data for the control of your inventories. Whether you do
or do not, try to control your inventories in terms of quantities as
I have recommended. Your financial control figures, being merely
reflections of those quantities, are useful only as checks upon
whatever quantitative control you may practice.
Quantitative control has proven to be the more important and
practical from another standpoint which has not been discussed.
Your dollars and cents financial controls may show exactly the
amount of inventory as was budgeted but the quantities in inventory may be unbalanced. An unusable surplus of one item tying
up hundreds or thousands of dollars, will offset in the financial
figures a serious deficiency in another item which causes great
annoyance in production and in meeting shipments. Hence, true
control must be found through the quantitatives.
Control of Variances Between Actual and Standard Price of
Materials Purchased
In your standard cost accounting of materials, do not fail
to charge to a variance account the variances between the actual
and standard price of materials purchased, and to show the amount
in the profit and loss statement. While there will be many minor
variances between these prices, both favorable and unfavorable,
there will be some large ones if your management is speculatively
inclined. My preference is to account for the variances upon
receipt of the materials, but this is a drastic procedure for industries such as the rubber, leather, textile and grain, where speculative buying long in advance of need is an accepted practice and
frequently an important source of profit or loss. For these industries, taking the variance may well be delayed until the materials are processed, in which case the standard value would be
that of the date of usage rather than the date of purchase. However, the carrying costs during the interval should be considered
as a part of the variance, and nothing should be done that will
confuse the speculative profit or loss, including the carrying costs,
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with the conversion profit or loss. Otherwise the management
will have no method of determining the financial result of the
forward buying policy. Incidentally, there is no better curb upon
the ideas of poor speculators than presenting such losses to the
directors. Furthermore, the same is true regarding obsolescence
losses of a speculative management which authorizes production
of excessive quantities of products, and which often is more
dangerous than large purchases of materials.
We recognize three elements of cost — labor, burden, and materials. Burden standards, control and variances have been
discussed for two decades. Sound principles are now generally
recognized but not always practiced. The bases of establishing
labor standards and adequate methods of labor control are satisfactory in some plants, but the conditions in many are far from
satisfactory. I have recommended that you establish quantitative
standards for the materials needed to manufacture your products. The establishment of such standards and the control of
variances between actual and standard consumption, including
excessive scrap waste, has been delayed too long in spite of the
fact that materials are the hardest to control, and overhead the
easiest. These variances should be compiled and should be reported daily, if they are large, to your shop executives, including
the responsible foremen. Later when they are under control
and they diminish in amount, weekly or even monthly reporting
will prove adequate. These variances should also be shown in
your profit and loss statements in order that the management, if
necessary, may be forced by the directors to go into action.

Conclusion
This has been a lengthy presentation of the practical application of inventory control methods, and I hope it will be as helpful to you as it has been pleasurable to me. If you are not
observing the principles described, there is no better time to
begin than now during this period of unsatisfactory business.
Through them, you can definitely determine the probable activity
of your manufacturing operations over many months in the future. If your business is to continue depressed, the situation
should be recognized and plans made to conform instead of temporizing as so many businesses are doing now.
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